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Welcome to ANA Families 

Exceeding
National Quality Standards

We would like to welcome all our new families and current families to our centre. Our educators are committed to provide children with quality educational programs and ecperiences
which will best prepare our young children to help them for transition to school. 

Every morning, your child is greeted by our friendly staff, and made them feel welcomed, loved and settled. Every single day we share information between staff, carers and families. 
We communicate very open and friendly , when you come in the mornings or evenings, as well as through phone calls and emails if required throughout the day. We also share 
information with families on our Storypark online portal about your children’s activities and experiences . Please check your Storypark account daily to see  the activities and 
experiences of your child. We are so proud to be one the best Children’s Services in this area with Exceeding National Quality Standard Rating 

Ana Kindergarten Expansion

We are delighted and excited to inform you about the extension of our services project, we are currently working on to expand our services. Considering the demand of our services in 
our community, we are extending another building which shall accommodate 25 more children per day. 

The building work has been scheduled in two stages so there will be no impact on the operations of the current business and we will continue our services as usual. 

Stage 1: Construction of extra classroom. This stage will be completed by middle of July 2021 (proposed and projected).

Stage 2: Extension of Community Hall. This stage will be completed by the end of September 2021(proposed and projected).

Message from our Nominated Supervisor

Firstly; I would like to introduce myself to Ana Kindergarten Community. My name is Kiran Ali and I have joined Ana Kindergarten as a Nominated Supervisor. I am a proficient Early 

Childhood Teacher who has been working in this industry since 2007.Throughout my experience in this industry, I have worked in several capacities from an assistant room leader to 

Centre manger. I am a mother of three gorgeous girls. I work in Blue Room as an Early Childhood Teacher. I have been absolutely enjoying working/ playing with your little gems.



In this newsletter , I thought to share how to support children’s agency as well as guidance, care and

teaching by families and educators who shape children’s experiences of becoming (EYLF Learning

Outcome 1 – Becoming). Children are emotionally supported which further supports children’s

expression of their thoughts and feelings. Furthermore; children recognise that feelings of distress, fear

or discomfort may take sometime to resolve our children when they are emotional and want to express

their feelings. Our words to our kids when they are upset can either break them down or build them up.

These phrases will build your child’s emotional intelligence — these are soul-building phrases.

Be Your Child’s Emotion -Coach With These 
10 Powerful Parenting Phrases

1. It’s okay to be upset — it’s good to let it out.
As your child’s emotion-coach, the first thing you want to teach them is that emotions are meant to be
experienced, in fact, that their emotions need to be felt. By doing this you are both acknowledging how
they feel, validating that feeling, and showing that the emotion itself, even negative emotions, are not
something to be feared or avoided.
It seems like you are mad, it’s okay to be mad. It’s good to let that anger come out. Your face/body looks
sad. It’s okay to feel sad. It is sad to say goodbye.

2. I hear you — I’m here for you — I’ll stay with you.
The best gift you can give to another human is to stay with them in their emotion. To hold that emotion
with them. That is something we must give to our children as well. To simply be with them in that
emotional space. To be there.
You are upset, let’s sit here for a moment. I’m with you, I’ll stay with you — it’s okay to feel _______. I
won’t leave you.

3. It’s okay to feel how you feel. It is not okay to _________.”
Sometimes it is necessary to use a very clear limit in how our child expresses their
emotions. It isn’t the emotion itself that needs to change, but rather how they are
expressing it.
You look like you are really, really angry. It is okay to be angry. It is not okay to hit. I will not
let you hit. Let’s go over here together and you can be angry.
This is a very clear statement — hitting is not okay. As your parent, I won’t allow you to hit.
I will help you regulate your anger, being angry is okay, hitting is not okay.
Taking a break when we are angry, walking away for a moment is actually a good way of
regulating anger.
You are teaching your child to give themselves a little space to breathe and time to gain
perspective.
During this time-in, you can coach your child through their anger and help them figure out a
better way to solve their issue/frustration. Find more ways to handle anger here: Teach
Your Child to Manage Anger.

4. How you feel right now won’t last forever. It’s okay to feel how you are feeling. It
will pass and you will feel better again soon.
In-the-moment your child feels (and acts) as if their entire world is ending. Their
emotions are big and overpowering and they feel that they will never feel better again —
which only compounds how they feel.
How many times have your child said to you, This is the worse day ever!
Ironically, 5 minutes later they will be happy-go-lucky skipping by you, while you are
completely emotionally wrung out and wondering how you’ll get through the rest of the
day. It’s as if that massive meltdown of epic proportions never even happened.
It is much harder for us as parents to be able to let it go — but remembering that their
emotions will pass will help.
And reminding them that their emotions will pass will help them too, potentially
lessening the intensity of those emotions in the first place!

https://nurtureandthriveblog.com/teach-child-manage-anger/


5. Let’s take a breath, take a break, sit down, pause for a minute…
It is a hard thing to do to sit with an emotion. To just feel it — live in it. But if we allow ourselves to be
in the moment with our emotions, then we can let them go easier.
They don’t fester deep inside until they get so big they explode out of us again.
I love this quote from Mister Rodgers when he spoke to a group of parents about grief:

“There is one thought that I feel can be helpful to grown-ups and children alike: Sadness isn’t 
forever. I’m not suggesting that we remind ourselves of this in order to lessen our grief. On the contrary. 
The knowledge that time does bring relief from sadness and that sooner or later there will be days 
when we are happy again may allow us to grieve more fully and deeply when we need to.” (Mister 
Rodgers)

A key part of being your child’s emotion coach is simply teaching them that experiencing the
emotion, feeling the emotion, helps us to let it go. It may return — over and over — but if we allow
ourselves and teach our children to notice it, acknowledge it, feel it, then we are releasing it instead of
shoving it deep down inside where it will continue to hurt. For our kids, we can teach them that when
emotions are big, it’s okay to sit with them for a minute. You can sit quietly or you can ask them how
they feel. Or, perhaps even better you can describe how feelings feel to you, thereby building their own
emotional intelligence. As you talk, they may relate or change what you say with their own descriptions.
When I feel that upset, I feel like I can’t catch my breath, so I try to breathe slowly. Sometimes I feel a
little embarrassed too, and a little hurt, I feel like my heart is a bit bruised. After a few minutes, my heart
feels better and I feel like I can go on with my day.

6. You are good and kind.
Being dysregulated is not being bad. Being angry or frustrated is not being bad. Yet, sometimes when
we are emotional, we don’t always make the best choices. Our kids may make mistakes or bad choices,
but that is how they act, not who they are. This is such an important message when we emotion-coach
our kids. Research shows that telling children they are kind, leads to more generosity. We want our kids
to know that no matter how they are feeling, that they are good and kind. You were angry. You didn’t
mean those unkind words about your brother. Sometimes we say things we don’t mean when we are
mad. You are a kind boy. What do you think would make your brother feel better? This also helps our
children with their friendships. Young children like categories and labels — it’s part of how they think.
They may label another child as “bad” because of something that child did — maybe it was impulsive —
maybe they didn’t think before acting — maybe they were emotional and made a bad choice — but
they are not “bad.” This is an important distinction to learn in early childhood.

7. I’ll be over here when you need me.
I am all for validating and acknowledging children’s emotions, but sometimes kids escalate their
emotions for attention. This is a big clue-in for parents that your child needs some one-on-one time. But
not right now, later when things are calm again. How do you know when it is an escalation? When your
child refuses a hug or comfort and cries harder. Or when all the tactics that usually work fall flat. Giving
unending validation and acknowledgment at times like this can backfire, potentially even enable the
tantrum or escalation of emotion.

You can still acknowledge your child’s emotions while giving them a chance to regulate themselves. “I
can see you are really upset about this. It’s okay to be upset. It doesn’t seem like what I am saying is
helping. You remember what to do when you’re upset, and you remember how to calm down. I’ll be over
here when you need me.”
You aren’t abandoning your child with their emotions, you are trusting them to put some of the
strategies in place that you have taught them. You also make a note that they need attention, you make
sure to do that later that day — have some quality one-on-one time and reconnect. But right, now, it’s
okay to give them space to regulate.
They may ask for you to come back and that’s fine. After a short while, you might check on them and
ask if they need a hug. Or, they may just need a little time on their own — we all do sometimes!!

8. Let’s have a Do-over!
Oh, how I love do-overs !!
Here’s the scene: You’ve planned a fun activity. You are so excited!! You are trying to get everyone out
the door — emotion and excitement are high. Something happens — now your husband is upset — your
child has acted out — the kids are fighting and you are so disappointed. ):
Whoa!!! This is not the fun we had planned for today! This is not fun for anyone. That was not the way
to handle that situation, was it? She didn’t mean to hit you in the eye with her coat sleeve and you know
it’s not okay to hit ever. Let’s have a do-over!! Let’s try it all again!! How can we do it better this time??
Sometimes everyone needs a chance to reset. Sometimes kids know they have messed up and they
want to save face, they want a chance to do it better. A do-over is not always appropriate, for example,
if feelings have been deeply hurt a do-over can be dismissive of the person with hurt feelings. But, so
many situations are little tiffs that we let get under our skin that pile-up and become more and more
frustrating.
Give your family a chance to do it over and start out on a good — no on a great note!

https://www.fredrogerscenter.org/what-we-do/child-wellness?fbclid=IwAR2dey1jJ2zZz-7UXyntv5LR4LSWPMzAIVqC-i71-z2xo7SLoGF3-zbAYW8
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1468-5914.1994.tb00254.x/full


9. What can we learn from this? What is the lesson in this?
Teaching our children that there is a lesson when we struggle is so important. That there is a lesson in
our pain, disappointment, anger. That problems that are hard to solve lead to opportunities.
That it is through our mistakes that we grow. This is not just true for academic situations or
achievements. It is true for relationships, for friendships, for dealing with hard social situations. It is true
of things that make us feel sad, things that make us doubt ourselves. What is the emotion trying to tell
us? Maybe that we handled a situation wrong. Maybe to try again and not give up. Maybe not everyone
is a good friend. Maybe that we haven’t been a good friend and that we need to apologize.

Emotions are not just random things that happen to us — emotions are lessons — emotions are the
fabric that connects to the ones we love.

10. You’ll Remember Next Time.
When your child does something they shouldn’t do and you correct their behavior– say this. Or when
you’ve worked through a tantrum and taught them better ways to express their emotion, before they
go onto the next thing say, “You’ll remember next time.” That one simple phrase communicates so
much to children. It tells them that their failure today isn’t a permanent failure and that they can
change. It gives them something positive to focus on, “You’ll remember next time to use your words.” It
also helps them resolve their current feelings (I feel bad now, but next time I can do better) and gives
them a sense of relief and a desire to try next time. If they do remember next time they might even
point it out to you “I remembered Mama! I used my words!” with their eyes shining with pride. And
you’ll respond with a “Yes, you did remember! You used your words!” just as excited as they are.
When they do that you know it happened — they were empowered to change their behaviour from
within.
More Resources: Heart-to-Heart Talks — 68 Conversation Starters for Kids

Source : Be Your Child's Emotion-Coach With These 10 Powerful Parenting Phrases 
(nurtureandthriveblog.com)

https://nurtureandthriveblog.com/emotion-coaching-parents/


BLUE ROOM NEWS

This month was all about learning about different cultures, different
people from around the world, and celebrating Chinese New Year.
Nathan’s mother Beibei was kind enough to visit the children in blue
room and teach us all about the traditions of Chinese New Year, and
the emergence of the celebrations. She brought in traditional
clothing, desserts and decorations which is used during the Chinese
New Year day.

We used our multicultural resources in order to teach children that
there people from different origins and ethnicity live together in our
multicultural community. We speak different languages, wear
different clothes, eat different foods . Children got to use puppets of
people from different cultures in order to get familiar with them. We
asked children to go home and ask their parents from which part of
the world they are from, and to share this with their friends and
educators. This month we are learning all about inclusivity.



SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS AND 
LEARNING ABOUT SEA ANIMALS

• In blue room, we always base children’s learning around their interest. 
It is crucial that children are given their agency and voice to be able to 
speak with educators and alert us of what they would like to learn. Children 
thoroughly enjoy when we use science experiments to extend their learning 
when applicable. 

• This month we were learning about sea animals, pollution, and how we 
can keep the animals and ocean safe. In order to do this we did a range of 
different science experiments. For one of the experiments we created our 
own sea, where the children were able to participate by helping us put the 
ingredients together. We also did a science experiment which we hoped 
would show children the effects that man-made pollution has on the ocean  
and had conversations about how this could be managed. 



ANTS IN THE APPLE 
AND ALPHABET 
RECOGNITION

This month we have introduced the 
song ‘Ant’s in the apple’ to the 
children. This song is a great 
interactive tool to help children to  
memorize  and recognize the 
alphabet. It is a catchy song that 
children have immediately gotten 
used to the song and sing it out 
loud with their friends. We have 
also created our alphabet wall. 

Educators will point to the 
alphabets and ask children to 
identify which alphabet they are 
being shown. Children grow very 
excited and enthusiastic to learn 
the alphabets and show their 
knowledge to their peers and 
educators. 



Yellow ROOM 
NEWS

Dear families of Yellow class, we 
are so happy to see you all each 
day during dropped off and 
picked up time. 

Miss Huriye is the room leader in 
the room leader in our yellow 
class . Miss Hanife and Miss 
Rubeena are the permanent staff 
members of Yellow room. We 
would like to extend our 
welcome, hoping everyone has 
been well. The children are 
settling in the class environment 
and keeping up normal routine 
and involving actively with class 
projects. Our projects are based 
on children’s current interest and 
abilities.



What are we doing to 
educate and extend on 
children’s interest to 
build their knowledge? 

• We provide creative opportunities for the children to 
support their development and provide opportunities for:

• Building confidence 

• Building relationships with educators and peers 

• Turn taking and respecting one another 

• Participation in group activities such as school reediness 

• Praising one another 

• Compromising behaviors as they follow task and direction  

• Developing language as we extend upon their interest and 
ask open ended questions about learning activities  

• Following structured experiences 

• Trial and error 

• Exploring new experiences 

• Eye coordination skills 

• Learning about limitations 

• Set and finish a task

• We have been teaching the children simple shapes such 
as triangle, square ,circle, rectangle .



• Partnership with families : We invite all parents from different 
culture to celebrate their special day with us. Chinese new year was 
the one of the festivals that we celebrated in the beginning of this 
year. Eating dumplings is a tradition in China for Chinese New Year. 
Every New Year, Chinese families will make lots of dumplings with 
family members and eat dumplings as dinner, lunch or even 
breakfast. Miss Kathy made lamb dumplings filling  mince carrots, 
onion, sesame sauce and soy sauce. We invited Avery's mom to 
come and teach children to make dumplings. Thank you so much 
Lijing for your time . Yellow class Children had their turns to make 
their own dumplings , and they tried to taste dumplings during lunch 
time. 

How do we show our respect to 
different cultures ? 



Teletubbies Room 

Community Desk:

I would like to welcome all our current and new family members in Ana

kindergarten family. I also would like to introduce myself as a room leader

for Teletubbies room and Hanife our permanent educator in our room. We

are looking forward to build close, strong and trusting partnership with our

families, so we can help our little one to achieve their learning milestone.

This term, our children participated in cultural & event celebration from all

around the world. Children engaged in Australia Day, Chinese New year

and Valentine’s Day through Art and craft and singing songs.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Valentine’s day messy play 
Chinese New Year Anzac Day 

Children Desk

Our new children are in settling down process and our
older children demonstrated their self-confidence and self-
settling after Christmas break. Children engaged in various

interest-based play activity along with some intentional teaching
and sensory project learning.

Children are developing the healthy practice like sitting and 

drinking water on regular interval, putting sunscreen on before 

outdoor play, keeping their hat on during outdoor play. 

Children are developing their language skills through everyday 

book reading and singing during group time. Children also got 

the opportunity to strengthen their fine motor, gross motor, 

language and cognitive skill through participating in various 

challenging indoor and outdoor activities. Engaging in 

sustainable learning is also a part of our ongoing learning and 

children have this  opportunity to participate in this experience

through watering the garden and using recycle material in their 

everyday play.



   

 

Parents Desk

I would like to thank all our parents for give your valuable input through parent Input form. We are really looking

forward for your involvement in building partnership with educators through verbal suggestion and ideas or through

Storypark app. Your input helps educator to achieve children’s goals and milestone.



Our Menu

At Ana Kindergarten, we continue to encourage children
to have morning tea, lunch, afternoon tea and late
afternoon tea.

We provide children a range of healthy food each day to
help them to grow up to their full potential and a healthy
life.

In order to work in partnerships with families, we would
like to request our families to provide your feedback for
the centre menu. We appreciate your feedback and will
incorporate your feedback to the center menu. Our Centre
menu is displayed in our family/community board.



Fire Safety and Fire Extinguisher
Training completed by Ana
Kindergarten Staff & Educators on
Wednesday 03 March 2021



Our Family Support Program 

We provide free community playgroup every Thursday from 11am to 12:30pm. We provide

family support work to the families or single parents who have children under 12 years of age.

This includes pathways such as information and advice, casework and referral, provision of

parenting programs, community information sessions.

Electricity or Gas bill help (EAPA) and food voucher (ER) is available to whom within the 

application criteria (e.g: job loss, short/long time crisis, low household income) 

JP service is available with appointment as well.


